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Introduction
This, the eighth sitting of 6ET01, passed successfully. The paper provided a good challenge
and led to a spread of marks sufficient to suggest that the key objective of differentiation
had been met. Candidates are, in the main, well acquainted with the Assessment
Objectives, their distribution across the three sections of the exam and the pattern of
questions likely to be set, based on past papers and the exemplification of strong responses
provided through training and reports such as this one.
Two significant issues arose. Centres are strongly reminded to draw the attention of
candidates to the following:
1. Where it is used in Section A (the unseen) the term "sound devices" means technical
features such as sibilance, alliteration, onomatopoeia, rhyme and consonance, for example.
2. Candidates should ensure that they answer the question on the named poem from their
studied/chosen collection and not one of the other collections. For this series, allowances
were made in the marking but for future reference, no undertakings about which poems will
be chosen or the adoption of a forgiving approach to students making this kind of oversight
can be given.
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Question 1
Candidates continue to do well with this task and choose it in a ratio of roughly 3:1 as
opposed to the Prose question. The Jackie Kay poem proved accessible and the tasks were a
fair challenge, allowing for a wide variety of responses.
1(a) The term "sound devices" (as stated both above and in previous Reports) intends
alliteration, assonance, onomatopoeia, sibilance and consonance. Rhyme is also an
acceptable topic. Caesura, end-stopping, enjambment and like kinds of technique are
interesting, but not relevant in this case. Very many answers focused very generally on
"ring", "ringing", "hush" and "trudge", without ever labelling these items or having any
sense that they did something other than "reflect sounds" for instance. This said, the level
of evaluative comment continues to improve - there is now far less of the "it makes the
poem flow better" / "it makes the poem song-like" (based on the Sample materials) style
of analysis. A lot of students wrote impressively, for instance, about the hissing effect
engendered by Kay's use of sibilance.
1(b) There was much to commend in the specificity of responses in identifying the use and
effect of adjectives such as "filmic" and "lustreless" (with many insightful remarks about
the undertone of "lust less"). The verbs "strut" and "trudge" also got a lot of attention. "(C)
lueless" was another well-worn path. It is encouraging to see many more answers attempt
to be both precise and concise. The days of nervous students un-necessarily choosing many
more than two examples and spilling over into essay-length work seem to be nearing an
end.
1(c) Here is an example of a student scoring highly at 4 + 5:
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Examiner Comments

This response scored 4/5 and 5/5.
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Question 2
The extract from Evelyn Waugh's "Decline and Fall" prompted a lot of strong answers and,
of course, sufficient less good ones to suggest that both it and the tasks attached to it
were fit for purpose.
2(a) Many candidates went straight for Lady Circumference and dealt well with the
presentation of her through dialogue, though there was a good deal of understandable miscue about the implications of her clipping "Shockin'", with significant numbers viewing it as
indicative of a lack of intelligence or a betrayal of her working class roots. Other techniques
drawing comment included contrast and language choice. Grimes and the Doctor were also
plentifully considered.
2(b) Here a student scores full marks (5 out of 5) for their comments on setting. The focus
on the ironised effect of setting is a strength.  

Examiner Comments

This answer got 5/5.
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2(c) For teachers and examiners, it is perhaps not difficult to spot the humour intended
in items such as the one prescribed here. For students working under pressure in an exam
it is plainly less straightforward and it is to the credit of so many that they identified not
only the broadstroke tonality of the shooting incident but that there was so much insight
into the nuances of the passage. For example, for a pupil to observe that Circumference
is a mathematical term, as is Tangent, is one thing. For someone to note that a tangent
only briefly touches a circumference and that this expresses the nature of the relationship
between mother and son, thereby enhancing the subtlety of the scene (as more than
one did) is truly impressive in the context. Equally, there were enough responses which
struggled with the concepts and the material to suggest that genuine differentiation had
taken place.  
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Question 3 (a)
This candidate scored 13/15 for AO1, 5/5 for AO2 and 18/20 for AO3. The work included
here is only a part of the whole response.
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Examiner Comments

In this extract, the candidate maintains a good focus on
technique, effect and the terms of the task. There is also a
strong comparative element so that the AO3 mark is high.

Examiner Tip

The use of terminology such as "modal verbs" is to be commended
where it is made relevant. It is not, however, a requirement.
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Question 3 (b)
One of the examining team makes the following comments: "there were some very
thoughtful essays on the idealisation of home. “I remember, I remember” was a popular
text. “My spirit flew like feathers” was frequently quoted, but less able candidates tended
to make a broad comment on its meaning, or point out the alliteration and leave it at that.  
Better candidates successfully attempted a deconstruction, exploring the connotations of
lightness and airiness. There was some mechanistic analysis, with some candidates this
year being somewhat obsessed with caesura, or on a mission to identify anaphora.   Some
candidates dutifully outlined language features, as in “tomorrow and today”, without
appearing to grasp their poignant effects. “Aunt Julia” was occasionally productively
discussed, and sympathetically appreciated: “McCaig presents fragmented details – “brown
eggs, black skirts” suggesting the impressionistic and fragmented memory of a child …
this creates a sadness in the poem, that someone so strong and full of life is reduced to
fragments and ‘a sandy grave’.” And positively connected: “This sadness evoked in “Aunt
Julia” is similar to the sympathy the reader feels when the father “who wore his collar
the wrong way round is juxtaposed with a mother who was “gentle, gently, gentleness.” in
“Autobiography.”

Question 4 (a)
Here too, the remarks of one of the team sum up the situation to fine purpose: "This
produced some interesting arguments, sometimes thoughtful. One well-shaped essay
comparing and contrasting "Going Going" and "The Trees are Down " argued that they
explored an ecological agenda ahead of their time, and linked the modern perspective
with the traditional theme of pastoralism. Another good essay contrasted “How the Old
Mountains”, a “successful evocation of the beauty of nature” with “Mushrooms”, “which
makes simultaneously and successfully a political and a social point.”"
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Question 4 (b)
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Examiner Comments

This answer scored full marks. In the excerpt included here,
there is a particularly good use of textual reference.
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Question 5 (a)
This candidate scored 12/15, 4/5 and 15/20 (31/40 in total).

Examiner Comments

In this excerpt the student writes clearly and concisely,
maintaining a strong focus on the question.
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Question 5 (b)
Here the comments of a member of the examining team are reproduced: "Some good
answers looked at the way some poems appear simple, but are carefully constructed
to appear so, for instance, “Father.”   Some effective arguments were built around the
pastoral idyll of “Haymaking” contrasted with the brutality of agricultural work evoked
in “Tractor”. There appeared to be some genuine engagement with this topic, blending
personal perspectives with detailed textual reference. Some candidates were clearly versed
in romanticism, and productively contextualised “Solitary Reaper” and “Haymaking.”". It
should be added that although contextual placement and discussion can be a useful
supplement to an answer, AO4 is not being assessed here and therefore endless summaries
of background materials are not productive.  

Question 6(a)
An examiner comments: "The genre descriptor “Bildungsroman” is frequently dropped
into literary essays, often casually, sometimes productively, as happened in some good
essays, using this concept to frame Jane’s discovery of her settled identity. Some good
answers clearly identified and explored the factors which influence identity, and the ways
in which Bronte presents them, through narrative voice, for instance, or through the
interaction with other, including minor, characters. Feminist and Marxist critiques were
applied, to gender issues such as the definition of the female by the male, and to Jane’s
status as orphan and governess, defined by her social class, just as Antoinette is defined
and confined by race. An interesting essay considered the way Master Reed deliberately
dehumanises Jane and attempts to redefine her identity as “Joan”, just as Rochester
controls Antoinette by replacing her identity with “Bertha.” This essay also interestingly
contrasted the presentation of Jane’s successful quest for her identity with Antoinette’s
pitiful disintegration under forces she cannot control."
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Question 6 (b)
The answer excerpted here scored 12/15 and 22/25 (a total of 34/40).

Examiner Comments

This candidate's introduction is pertinent and to the point.
The second paragraph moves quickly into discussion of the
prescribed extract whilst also giving a sense of some of the
wider concerns of the novel.
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Question 7 (a)

Examiner Comments

This candidate's work scored full marks.

Examiner Tip

A good conclusion should be concise and need not necessarily
sum up what your argument is. Here, the writer introduces a new
point, references the text impressively and provides a pointed and
personal response to the terms of the task, demonstrating clearly
their engagement with both what they have read and what they
have been asked to do in this part of the exam.
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Question 7 (b)

Examiner Comments

The mark for this script was 14/15 and 24/25, equalling 38/40.

Examiner Tip

AO2 requires that you "demonstrate detailed critical understanding in
analysing the ways in which structure, form and language shape meanings
in literary texts". Here, the candidate focuses very specifically on language
choices and imagery in the specified extract and uses them to present an
interesting argument that it is not only Pinkie who is doing the manipulating
here. Simile, however, is mis-spelt and this sort of error should be avoided!
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Question 8 (a)
The response from which this extract is drawn scored 12/15 and 22/25 (therefore 34/40).

Examiner Comments

This section of an essay on the importance of choice begins well
and then moves very purposefully into targeted focus on language
and its effects in relation to the development of theme.
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Question 8 (b)
A member of the marking team states: "some candidates conflated the terms and
attempted to discuss the single concept of “imagery and symbolism”. A number clearly
did not appreciate the difference between imagery and straightforward description. Most
candidates grasped the symbolic importance of locations as a projection of the character
of their owners, and the social symbolism of the houses of the superior classes on rising
ground, and the symbolic importance of the trees separating Mr Collins from Rosings.  
The use of the form of letters to express character was covered, for instance Mr Collins’,
and of the concise graphical length of Mr Darcy’s writings as representative of his
honesty. Although most candidates were well-aware of the symbolic power of "The Yellow
Wallpaper", some seemed to think this second text does not employ symbolism at all."

Question 9 (a)
This question proved highly popular and allowed for a very wide range of response. Many
candidates concluded that it is our formative experiences that make us who we are and
focused on the representation of childhood in both "Wuthering Heights" and "The Color
Purple". Others took the view that other people make us who we are ("'I am Heathcliff'!"
was often a starting point here). This argument could be easily extended into both of the
other prescribed texts, particularly "The Scarlet Letter" where the symbolism of the "A" was
widely discussed in the context of the society that branded the heroine with it. However, the
most fruitful of the lines of discussion available seemed to be the view that it is love which
makes us who we are and there was plentiful harvesting of this notion. Obviously all three
texts can be interpreted as powerfully exploring this idea and much fine analysis ensued.  

Question 9 (b)
The extract from "Wuthering Heights" had as its primary interest Isabella Linton and there
was much discussion of her role and its significance. Other answers dealt with Lockwood
and Nelly Dean and their parts in presenting the narrative. Yet further candidates chose to
consider the younger generation in the novel and what they represent. "The Color Purple"
similarly offered much for students to investigate and there was some interesting work on
Squeak, Harpo and Sophia, for instance. "The Scarlet Letter" also had enough in it, to take
the evidence of the responses provided, to generate room for argument. Pearl (not always
accepted as a lesser character, however) was a source of some interest, as was Roger
Chillingworth. It is true to say that very many answers took serious issue with the terms
of the task and also that this often led to wholly good work, however the proviso must be
made that the best responses at least acknowledged the potential for interest generated by
some of the minor characters before moving into wholesale disagreement.  

Question 10 (a)
As ever, the candidates answering on Forster, Colegate and Ishiguro were comparatively few
in number, but what they produced was often excellent.
10(a) was variously reported as: "particularly nuanced and well-realized. Most responses...
understood ‘responsibility’ as ‘social responsibility’, and so these answers were particularly
well historio-contextually informed" and  "generally of good quality, fluent in expression,
detailed in analysis and mature in vocabulary". One examiner added, however that some
answers "fell short of top band through a tendency to overwrite, and to over-analyse
specific points, as in Forster’s use of the comma."
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Question 10 (b)
This answer scored full marks.
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Examiner Comments

Having already offered a fine level of analysis relating specifically
to the extract, the candidate moves out into a broader discussion
of Leonard Bast. This is extremely well handled.
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Paper Summary
The hallmark of good to high attainment in 6ET01 is engagement - with the texts, with the
tasks and with interpretations. Teaching and learning strategies across the vast majority
of centres would seem to be promoting this to ever greater effect - students and teachers
are to be commended for their efforts in preparing for this stretching and challenging exam.   

Based on their performance on this paper, candidates should:
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•

Address the terms of the task as precisely as possible in Section A;

•

Make use of appropriate terminology in Section A;

•

Continue to limit themselves, as a general rule to two examples, even where this is not
specified, in 1a & 1b or 2a & 2b;

•

Quote from the text in Section A;

•

Ensure that they are answering on the correct named text for their poetry anthology in
Section B;

•

Remember to spend at least some of their answer dealing in relatively close detail with
the secondary text in Section C;

•

Focus part of their response on the set passage in Section C if they choose a b task;

•

Avoid re-producing lengthy passages of prepared material.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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